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Motivation 
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Why? 
High temporal and spatial variability 
 
Established metho s h ve disadvantages 
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What? 
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Precipitation Observation by Cellular Network Microwave Attenuation 
Fiber optics (~25 %) 
(~75 %) 
10 GHz – 40 GHz 
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Test region -                  pre-alpine 
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Met equipment 
•DWD rain gauges 
•DWD + own X-band radar 
•Met station Mnt. Wank 





•Own DAQ module 
•Minutely average 
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Test region -                  pre-alpine 




























1780 m Garmisch-Partenkirchen 
700 m 
Example:  
•GaPa - Mnt. Laber 
•Length: 10.4 km 
•Allt.diff: ~1000m 
•Frequency : 23 GHz 
 
•DWD rain gauge Garmisch 
•DWD rain gauge Oberammergau 
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Received power 
Rain events 
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Received power 
Rain events 
? Baseline ? 
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•STFT 
 









Rain rates 06/2010-10/2010 
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 Microwave link 
 























 Volume coverage 
 





More than 100.000 links in Germany 
 
High density in 
Urban areas 
Alpine regions (hubs on high peaks) 
 





Complementing radar & gauge 
 
 






Robust rain rate 
estimation 
Thank you! 
